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EXISTENCE OF HYPERBOLIC MONOPOLES

WITH ARBITRARY MASS AT INFINITY

L.M. S1BNER1 AND R.J. SIBNER2

ABSTRACT. Monopoles on hyperbolic 3-space JHr3 arise naturally (by dimensional
reduction) from S1 -invariant instantons on 54 \52 • The hyperbolic monopoles ob
tained in this way by Atiyah are 1 however) constrained to have integral mass. The
purpose of this article is to show the existence) on lfi3 ) of monopoles with arbitrary
mass.

§1. Introduction

Existence theorems for Higgs SU(2) -monopoles (as weIl as for Yang-Mills in
stantons) have been obtained in several ways. In the mid 1970's, by making a
symmetry ansatz, explicit instanton solutions on 1R4 and monopole solutions on IR:. 3

were obtained [t'H, BPST, AHDM, PS]. (Earlier, Dirac [Di] had obtained a U(l)
-monopole on IR. 3 .) Later Chakrabarti [C] wrote down the "Prasad-Sommerfield"
monopole on hyperbolic 3-space IHI3 (see also [B]). Also, Forgacs, Horvath and Palla
[FHP1, FHP2] exhibited an instanton on JR4\R 2 (which did not extend to R4

).

The explicit solutions of the silnplest basic type, with charge equal to ±l, became
"building blocks" in the next development. With a proceclure that has, by now, be
come standard, Taubes PT] constructed monopoles on IR. 3 (with arbitrary charge)
by a "patching" argument - gluing together basic charge one Prasad-Sommerfield
monopoles. By modifying this construction, he was able to obtain instantons on
IR4

, thus verifying the crucial fact that the moduli space of anti-self-dual instantons
on (appropriate) 4-nlanifolds was non-empty (cf. [FU]) and, lnoreover, obtaining
important information about the ends of this moduli space. Other lnodifications
have been usecl by Floer [F], Ernst [E] and Durenard [Du] in the construction of
monopoles on 3-lnanifolds with a Euclidean end. The basic idea in these construc
tions is (for example, for monopoles) to construct an "approximate" monopole and
then perturb it to a true monopole using some version of the implicit function the
orem. This method gives solutions which are (for givcn charge) absolute minirna of
the action func tional (as are the explici t solutions discussed above).

A third method of showing existence again begins by constructing approximate
monopoles (or instantons), but this time a whole loop of such "configurations".
One then uses a min-Inax (i.e. sacldle point) argulnent. (Maximize energy over
configurations on the ioop, then maximize over homotopic loops.) Here, also, the
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original argument is due to Taubes, who used it to construct non-Ininimal monopole
solutions on IR.3 [T2). These are critical points of the Yang-Nlills-Higgs functional
(with coupling constant zero) and hence solutions of the second order equations, but
not solutions of the first order monopole equations which characterize the minima
of the functional. In order to settle the "instanton conjecture" concerning the
existence of non-minimal instantons on 54, the authors, together with I<. Uhlenbeck
[SSU} adapted Taubes construction to obtain, on hyperbolic space IHI3 , non minimal
monopole solutions (with arbitrary mass m). By a construction, duc to 1yIanton and
Atiyah, which we will review in a lnoment, these lnonopoles on H3 Eft to instantons
on 5 4 \52 . Using the authors coclimension two removable singularity theorem [881,
882], when 1n is an integer, these solutions extend across the "singular set" 52 to
produce, on 54, a non-minilnal critical point of the Yang-Mills functional and hence
a solution of the second order Yang-Mills equation hut not thc first order (anti-)
self dual equations.

Before discussing the interplay of these ideas anel our specific probleIn, wc recall
some basic definitions. In general, a connection on an su(2) vector bundlc over a
3-manifold M can he pulled down to an su(2) valued connection I-fonn A on M,
and gives rise to a covariant derivative dA = d'+ [A, .]. (The pullback is done via a
given trivialization, or "gauge" , of the bundle.) A Higgs monopole on M (cf [JT}) is
a configuration pair c = (q., A) which satisfies the Bogomoln'yi monopole equations

(1.1)

where FA is the curvature of thc connection I-form A, anel <I> an su(2) valued
function on M. The solutions of thc first order equations (1.1) characterize thc
absolute minima of thc Yang-Nlills-Higgs action functional

(1.2)

(while, lnore generally, the critical points are solutions of the second order Euler
equations. )

This theory is only interesting if M has an "end" (for example, M = R 3 or
IHI3 ). Then, natural "boundary conclitions" are given by prescribing the lnass of the
lnonopole

(1.3)

and thc magnetic charge

(1.4)

1n = linl 1<I>(x)1
]x]-+oo

On IR.3 , using scaling techniques, oue can asSlllllC without loss of generality that
m = 1. On IHI3 , even though scaling is not possible, it has often been assumed that
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m is an integer. The reason for this is that one can (see [A]), up to conformal equiv
alence, consider JHI3 as JR4\IR. 2(= 84\52

) modulo a U(1) action leaving IR2 invariant.
Then any U(1) invariant instanton on !R4 produces a "hyperbolic monopole' on
W with integral m. (In fact, m is the holonomy around the IR. 2 ; of necessity an
integer.) Conversely it is precisely the hyperbolic lllonopoles with integral m which
can be lifted to instantons on IR4 [881, 882]. (The holonomy fiust be integral for
the connection to extend.)

On the other hand, from the point of view of the 3-manifold IHI3 the restriction
to integral m seems clearly artificial. This is supported hy the example [FHP 1]
of an instanton on !R4 \1R2 which does not extend and also by the results in [8SU]
producing non-minimal solutions on 1HI3 for arbitrary mass. Indeed, on Iff it makes
analytic sense to prescribe the mass as any non-negative real number. Dur main
result is the following

Theorem. Tl1ere exists a smootl1 conEguration c = (q" A) on IHI3 , baving pre
scribed magnetic dlarge k E Z, prescribed Inass nl > 0 at infinit.v, and satisf.ving
the Bogomoln '.vi equations (1.1).

It should be noted that this result has been obtained for large mass by McAI
lister[McA]. His approach is different, hut related to some of the ideas described
above. To understand bettel' this relationship, we briefly outline some develop
ments since [881]. In that paper, we introduced the idea of a singular connection
and its asymptotic holonolllY around a codimension two singular set. Dur estimates
showed that finite action connections havc a well-defined limit holonomy which is
constant along the singular set. Moreover, the L2 connections are classifiecl by the
space of Rat connections (their asymptotic linlits). In the case of 5 4 \52

, thc limit
holonomy corresponds (via Atiyah's construction) to the mass of the corresponding
Higgs configuration on IHI3 , with integral ll1asS corrcsponding to a connection Oll
54 \52 that extends across the 52. McAllister considers the IHI3 ll10nopole prob
lem by converting it to an instanton problen1 on 5 4 \52

. Here, he uses our result
mentioned above about the existence of liInit holonomy. His proof depends upon
estimates of Räde [R]. He requires that the IllasS m be large.

To prove the theorem, we foHow a program similar to the patching argument
developed by Taubes and discussed above. We work directly on the space IHr and
do not require any assumption on the magnitude of m.

In section 2 we construct an approximate solution and in section 3 the pertur
bation problem is derived anel a lower bound estimate is obtaincd for the linearized
equation. The continuity argument which proves the theorem is then described.

vVe remark again, that this lllethod of proof is, by now, standard and has
been exploited successfully in many situations in which the lower bound can be
established. However, in our case, the apriori bound is false in the usual Li Sobolev
spaces over lH[3 and, in order to work directly on IHI3 , one must use weighted 8obolev
spaces. The use of weighted 8obolev spaces directly in 1HI3 and the elimination of
any restriction on the mass are our lllain contributions to the problelll.

We note also that our proof works equally weH over !R3 and as such, yields a
slightly different proof of Taubes original theorem. It is also somewhat different
than the recent proof over IR 3 given in [E].
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§2. The Approximate monopole

As discussed above, the basic (charge k = 1) 8U(2) rn-monopole can be written
down explicitly. To obtain an approximate monopole of given charge k, first choose
k points Xl, • •• ,Xk as centers of charge one monopoles, requiring that d = min lXi
x j I > 4R where R is a constant to be chosen later. Denoting by B~ a ball of radius
p about Xi, we Call choose geodesie spherical coordinates (1'i,Bi ,xd centered at Xi
with 1'i = x - Xi and Bi so choosen that the half rays B = 0 and B = 7r do not
intersect the closure of any of the sets U~ = B;R\B~ for k i: i.

Let Ci = (<<I> i , Ad be the basic monopole centerecl at Xi;

(2.1a)

where we have written Q = 1'71 + 1.
In the neighborhood of infinity N oo

monopole Coo = (<p 00, Aoo ) where
IHI3 \ Uf=l Bk, we take a U( 1)- Dirac

(2.1b)
4>00 = {(a - 1) + (1 - coth 11) + ... + (1 - coth 1'k)};

Aoo = {(1 - cosB1 )dX1 = ... + (1 - cos Bk )dXk};

In any system of geodesic polar coordinates (1',8, X) the metric is given by

ds 2 = d1'2 + sinh21'dS12

= d1'2 + sinh2 rdB2 + sinh21'sin2 0dx2

so that the volume element is given by d(vol) = sinh2 rsinOdrdOdx. In the metric
induced on the cotangent space

(2.2) Idl'l = 1, IdOl = (sinh r)-l 8Jld Idxl = (sinh r sin 0)-1.

While the Higgs action of Ci, i = 1,'" ,k, is finite. the action of Coo on IHI3

is not finite because of the singular behavior of FA~ at the points Xl,··· ,.Tk.

However the restriction of FA~ to N oo does have finite action. In the gauge of
(2.1a) Ci has a Dirac string singulari ty along the half ray 0i = 7r. (Note that
11 - cosOilldxil -+ 00 as Oi -+ 7r). However, since the holonomy around the string
is integral, the codimension two removable singularity theorem [851, 852] ensures
that Ci is gauge equivalent to a smooth configuration. The same is true of Coo in
N oo

We emphasize that Coo and each of the Ci are solutions of the Bogomoln'yi
equations:

(2.3)
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More precisely, this is true for Ci on B~R and Coo on Noo , so that if we glue them
together by a partition of unity {A 1 , . . . ,Ak, Aoo} subordinate to the covering of 1HI3

by Noo and the B~R' i = 1, ... ,k, 1 ~ i ~ k, we obtain an "approximate monopole"
Co = (epo, Ao):

(2.4)

k

cI>o = Aooepco +I: Aiepi
i=l

k

Ao = AooAoo +I: AiAi.
i=l

By its construction, Co satisfies the monopole equation (2.3) in each Bk and
in N oo \ U7=1 B~R' We need to estimate the deviation of Co from a solution in the
intersections ujz = B~R \Bk. Note that, in the partition of urnty construction,
at most two A's cau be non-zero simultaneously. In partieular, in Uk we have
Ai + Aoo = 1. Moreover, for x E Uk and k i= i, one has Tk(X) > d - 2R > 2R. In
Uk, ..

dAo epo - *FAo = Aco(l - Aoo ) {[Ai, epoo - epi] +*[Ai , Ai]}

(2.5) + dAoo(epoo - cI>i) - *(dA oo 1\ (Aoo - Ad)

The tenns in (2.5) eau be estilnated, using (2.2), to obtain the pointwise bound
in Uk:

(2.6)

This cau be done in the subdomain of Uk where 0 ~ Bi < 341r in the gauge in
which the configuration is represented by (2.1ab). In the overlapping region where
7r /4 < Bi ~ "Ir one should ehoose a gauge in which the string is given by Bi = O.
See [JT] for a discussion of inverting strings and also for the fact that the existence
cf loeal smoothing gauges implies the existence of aglobai smoothing gauge. (The
es tilnate (2.6) is gauge invariant.) In cornputing bounds for each ternl of (2.5) in
the region Uk, one finds that it is thc term IAoo - Ail that decays lnost slowly and
gives the upper bound (2.6).

We define the weighted spaces L~ on q-forms, as the completion of Co(l\q) in
the norm:

Ilwllp,ß = (JJJj3 e2ßr lw !I *w IV /2 dV) l/V

We assume ß < 1 which ensures that our approximate monopole Co has finite
weighted action; namely,

We can now easily show
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Proposition 2.7. Ir ß < m and p 2:: 2, tbere is a constant C > 0 depending on m
and p, but not on R, sucb that

Proof. Outside Uf=lUk, dAo<po - *FAo vanishes. Using (2.6) in Uk, we see that

The constant c will have the right sign if -m +ß < O. This proves the proposition.

§3. The Perturbation Problem

We now look for solutions of (1.1) of the form c = Co + ( = (<1>0 + ep, Ao + a)
with Co the approximate monopole of §2. Following Floer [F2], we expand (1.1) in
a Taylor expansion to obtain

(3.1 )

Here, D L is the linearization of L at Coi i.e.,

(3.2)

The quaclratic term 0'((, () is defined by abilinear rnap of the tensor bundle A0 EB Al
into Al.

We work in the weighted Sobolev spaces described in §2. Throughout this
section, the mass is a fixed arbitrary positive number and the constant ß appearing
in the weight factor satisfies 0 < ß < m. In the weighted Sobolev space, the adjoint
of the operator dAo on forms w E Aq is :

where dAo is the ordinary L 2 adjoint.
For the sake of ellipticity, we lllUSt add a "slice" condition:

(3.3) Ds( = Ds(ep,a) = d~oa - [<I>o,ep] = O.

This gives an elliptic operator on pairs
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defined by

(3.4)

o( = (OAo - ad~o)(<p, a)

: = (d~o a, dAo<p - *dAo a) - ([<Po, <p], {<Po, a]) .

A computation shows that the L~ adjoint of <5Ao is:

(3.5)

It follows that

(3.6)

where

Since ad<I>o is skew adjoint,

(3.8)

To solve (1.1), we want to find solutions ( of

(3.9) <5( + (#( = Go

where (#( = (0, a((, ()) and Go = (0, - Leo) is sufficiently small in appropriate
nonns.

As in [FU], [Tl], we look for a solution perpendicular to the kernel of 0 by setting
( = öt 1] and solving for 7] = (1/;, b), 1/; E /\0 anel b E /\1,

(3.10) ö<5t1] + <5 t 77#<5t1] = Go.
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We next define the Hilbert space in which this problem will be solved. First,
extend the L~ norm to pairs in /\0 EB /\ 1. Now, let \J It denote the covariant deriv
ative with respect to a connection J-l. (In practice, J.l will either be Ao or the zero
connection.) Then, take 'Hp. to be the completion of Ct: pairs with respect to the
norm

(3.11) 111]II1l~ = 1117112 l ß + 11 \J Jt 17112 l ß + 11 \J~ 17112,ß·

Note that the norms, 1117111lAo and 1117II1to are equivalent and that 'Ho = L~,2(IHI3).

Our objective is to solve (3.10) for 1J E 'HA o' V\Te will use a continuity method to
solve, for 0 ::;: t ::;: 1,

(3.12)

for 17t E 'H A o •

The main step in the proof is to obtain an L 2 -lower bound for oot. It is here that
the weighted norms are required. As shown in Donnelly [D], the scalar Laplacian
~1 is not invertible on L 2 one forms over IHI3. In fact, the spectrum, O"(~d consists
only of essential spectrum and is the interval [0, 00).

The weight factor, e2ßr , which we have introduced in the norm, shifts the spec
trum of the Laplacian to the right. Our operator öot then differs from the weighted
Laplacian by the addition of a first order partial differential operator. A elose ex
amination of this operator reveals that it consists of two kinds of contributions.
The first are non-negative and hence, do not 'decrease the spectrum. The second
are relatively compact perturbations, so that an extension of the theorem of Weyl
[RS] then shows that the essential spectrum is unchanged. Hence the spectrum
lies in a positive closed subinterval of R. Note that for aH operators considered,
0" es", = 0", since there is no point spectrum.

The idea of the proof is first to determine the spectra of the scalar versions of
our operators and show a positive Iower bound. Here, we use a tllodification of
Donnelly's approach which incorporates the weight factor. We will then compare
the Lie algebra valued operators with the scalar operators.

To this end, let ~p = dtd + ddt (p = °or 1) denote the self-adjoint Laplacian
on scalar p-forms in L~(IHI3), with the domain of the operator D(~p) = L~l2(IHI3).

Also, let oooJ be the Floer operator (3.6) at (0,0) acting on scalar pairs. Then,
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Proposition 3.13.

(a) a(6o) = [(1+ß)2,00)
(b) a(6]) = [ß2, 00)
(c) a(0006) = [ß2,00).

The proof proceeds by showing that the Laplacian and the Floer operator can be
decolnposed, using separation of variables, aB a sum of ordinary differential opera
tors which are unitarily equivalent, up to compact perturbation, to multiplication
operators on L2 (R+ ,dx).

We make extensive use of the following proposition which teIls us that, as long as
the coefficients tend to zero at infinity, a Slllooth first order operator C is relatively 
compact with respect to a self-adjoint second order eIliptic operator Li its addition
to L does not change the essential spectrum. We state this in the form in which it
will be applied.

Proposition 3.14. Let L be an elliptic, second order, self-adjoint operator on
L~(lvf), where M is either the non-negative reals R+, or IHr. Assume that the

domain of L is H/-l = L ~!,:. Let C = L:ai a~i + b where tbe coeflicients are smooth
functions and T(r) = maxlxl:S;r(1 ai 1,1 b I). Jf T(1') tends to zero as r tends to
infinity then aess(L) = aes~(L + C).

Proof. For some (and hence every) z in the resolvent of L, R = (L - zI)-] 18 a
bounded operator fronl L~ to H/-l and, hence,

JIRfl11l JJ s kll/!1 L~'

Choose an exhaustion {Bn} of M and cutoff functions U n with supp 'U n C B n,
'U n == 1 on Bn- 1 and I 'Vun 1-+ 0 as n -+ 00. By Rellich's lemma, Dn = uneR is
compact on L~(M).

Claim. C is relatively compact with respect to L; i.e., D = CR is compact on
L~(M). This follows from the inequality:

II(D - Dn)flli~(M) S 11(1 - un)CRfll~,ß

::; f 1(1-un)CRf12e2ßrdvol
} M\Bn - 1

::; T(1)n)llRfll~1,2
ß

S T(r71)llfI17J~(M)'

which shows that D n converges to D in norm.

The resul t now follows frolll
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Theorem. (cf. [RS] Corollary 2, IV p. 113) If L is self-adjoint and 3z E C such
that C(L - zI)-l is compact, then CTeBs(L) = CTess(L + C).

We shall also make frequent use of the

Raleigh Quotient Theorem. (cf. [Da] Theorelll 4.3.1, p. 78) If L is self-adjoint,
then (Lf, f) 2 cllfl1 2 for a11 f E D(L), if and onl'y if CT(L) ~ [c,oo).

The prototype of the ordinary differential operators which arise in the DOllllelly
decomposition is

(3.15)
d2I dl

'VI = -- - 2,- + c(x)f
dx 2 dx

where c(x) is rapidly decayillg, , > 0 is constant, and I E L 2 (R+, e2'Xdx).

Lelllma 3.16. Up to compact perturbation, 'V as defined in (3.15) is ullitaril,Y
equivalent to the multiplication operator, (Mf)(x) = (x2 + ,2)f(x) acting Oll

L2 (R+, dx). Therefore, CTeB~(D) = CT(D) = [,2,(0).

To prove this, recaU that the change of dependent variable, I = e-'x k = Uk,
defines a unitary transformation U from L2(R.+ , dx) to L2 (R+ , e2,xdx) under which

d2 k
D1k := (U-1DU)k = - dx

2
+ (,2 + c)k,

so that Dis unitarily equivalent to 'VI acting on ordinary L2 (R+, dx). From propo
sition 3.14, 'VI has the same essential spectrum as

eflk
'V2k = -- + --/k

dx 2

and, by Fourier transformation, D 2 is unitarily equivalent to the multiplication
operator M, in the lemrna. The conclusion about the spectrum is immediate.

We next. turn to the proof of Proposition 3.13. We use ds and cl: to denote
exterior differentation and its L2 adjoint on S2. Let 6 09 denote the Laplacian on
52. For notational simplicity, we write g = sinh rand 'W = e2ßr

. Sometimes, far

clarity, we use the subscript 0 or 1 on the Laplacian to distinguish the domain as
functions Of I-fofms.

On IHI3 , the formulas for the weighted Laplacian are: for <p E /\0
,
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A -2 A -2 -1 a (2 8t.p)
w..Ot.p = 9 w..s'P - 9 10 8r 9 10 8r

and for a = a1 + a2dr E 1\1,

To prove the proposition, we separate variables and expand any p-forn1 in eigen
expansions on S2. Then, every r.p E 1\ 0 is a sum of tenns of thc form 11. 0 TO (with TO

an eigenfunction on S2). Using a Hodge decomposition, one sees that every I-form
on 1HI3 is a surn of three tenns (corresponding to the eigenvalue A of 60 s ) of the
form:

(3.17)

where Tl is a co-closed eigen I-form, and T2 and T3 are eigenfunctions on S2 (with
T2 = constant corresponding to /\ = 0 and T3 occuring only if A =I- 0). Trus
decomposition into three types is orthogonal and is preserved both by the Laplacian
and the Floel' operator.

Note that the forms under consideration will be in L~ (IHI3) if and only if

(3.18) i = 0,1,2,3,4

where 70 = 72 = 74 = g2 10 and 71 = 13 = 1o.

In this context, the Laplacian defines ordinary differential operators on the spaces
in (3.18) as follows:
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The explanation for (iv) is that

Note that '00 and '02 are operators on L2(R,+, g2w dr), VI IS an operator on
L2(R+, wd:) and '03 acts on L2(R+, wdr) x L2(R+ ,g2w dr).

It follows immediately that VI is of the fonn (3.15) with f == ß. Hence, a(V1 ) =
[ß2, (0).

Using Proposition 3.14, we rnay replace g2 by e2r in Va and '02 without changing
the spectra. This gives us an operator D acting on h E L 2 (R+, e2(1+ß)rdr) given
by:

which is of the form (3.15) with f = 1 +ß. Hence, a('Oo) = a(V2 ) = [(1 +ß?, (0).

Finally, in the third case, again using Proposition 3.14, it suffices to consider thc
spectrum of

V~(h3,h4 ) = (V1 h3+ 2h4 , D2 h4 + e-2rh3)

acting on pairs (11,3,11,4) E L2 (R+, e2ßrdl') x L 2 (R+, e2(1+ ß )rdr). Making thc unitary
change ofvariable (h3 , h4 ) = (e- ßrk3 , e-(1+ß)rk4 ) gives the operator D;' = U- 1V;U
where

12



on pairs (k3 , k4 ) E L2 (R+, dr) x L2 (R+, dr). Another application of Proposition
3.14 shows that the spectrum of 'D3 is

a('D3 ) = [ß2,oo) U [(1 +ß2),oo) = [ß2,OO).

Since up to compact perturbation, 6 p is unitarily equivalent to sunlS of the above
operators, we have demonstrated (a) and (b) of proposition 3.13.

Ta prove (c), we show that 0006 differs from the Laplacian on pairs by a compact
perturbation. From (3.6) and (3.7) we have with Ao = 0 anel dAo = d,

(3.19)

where

(3.20) Tl b = - 2ß{*(d7' 1\ *db) + d* (b 1\ dr)}

Evaluating Tl on each of the three types of one forms occuring in (3.17), we find
that Tl b = 0 on the subspaces spanned by Tl and T2dr. For b of the third kind, Tl
gives rise to the operator

T(h3 , h4 ) = -2ß(h4 , /\g-2 h3 )

since T1(h3dsT3 + h4T3dr) = -2ß(h4d!JT3 + )..g-2h3T3dr). As before, (h3,h4) E
L2(R.+,e2ßrdr) X L2(R+,e2(1+ ß)rdr). The unitary change of dependent variable
(h 3 , h4 ) = (e- ßrk3 , e-(1+ß)rk4 ) gives a unitary equivalence of T with

T(k 3 , k4 ) = (U- 1TU)(k3 , k4 ) = (e- r k4 , )..er g-2k3 )

acting on L 2 (R+, d7') x L 2 (R+, dr).

It follows that Tl contributes a compact perturbation to 61, and hence, by Prop
3.14 does not change the spectrUll1, from which (c) of proposition 3.13 follows.

Now, letting 6 denote the Laplacian on pairs, the information in proposition
3.13 may be translated (using the Raleigh-Quotient Theorem) into the inequalities:

(3.21 )

(b') ß2117711~,ß ~ (6ry,ry)ß

(c') ß2117711~,ß ~ (80 8J7],7])ß = (067J,b67J)ß'

It is now relatively standard to show
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Proposition 3.22. Tbere is a constant fi, > 0 SUc11 that

and 0006 is invertible.

Proof. First, we note that since 0006 is a self-adjoint operator defined on Ho, the
inequality implies that the co-kernel is zero and hence, 0086 is not only injective
but surjective with closed range, and hence, invertible.

To prove the inequality, we recall the Weitzenbock formula at a point, for the
standard Laplacian ~~ = dd* + d*d ([FU]):

- \72 W = ~~w + Ricp(w, '), w E f.l,p = 0,1,

allel Rico = O.

Letting \7tw = e-2ßr \7 (e2ßf'w), and, recalling that 6 pw

t1~w + 2ß(dwr - *(dr 1\ *dw), we abtain
(ddt + dtd)w

(3.24)

An integration by parts and use of (3.21b') gives

11 \7 wll~,ß ::; (~pw, w) + eil V' w112,ß IIwl12,ß
::; (1 + C(€ )) (~pw , w) + € 11 \7 w I1 ~ ,ß

from which it follows that

(3.25)

Using the Weitzenboek formula anee again,

which gives

(3.26)

]4

w E I\P P = 0, 1.



Ncxt, recall that on pairs,

and Tl is defined by (3.20).

Using (3.26) and (3.21c'),

(3.27)

1117111lo::; CI1 6 17112,ß ::; C(1180 8Jry1l2,ß + IITob1121ß)

::; C1180 8Jry112,ß + C'llbII L l,2
ß

::; C1180 8Jry112,ß + C(E)II17112,ß + E111]ll1lo
:::; C'lloooJryl121ß+ Ellryll1lo'

Absorbing the term EII1JII1lo' proves the inequality of Proposition 3.22.

Fillally, letting 12 = oot, (cf. (3.4) and (3.8)) we are ready to prove the main
estimate of this paper.

Theorem 3.28. There is a constant 0:'1 > 0 sud1 that

and 12 is invertible.

We notice that, as before, [, is self-adjoint on its dOlnain H Ao alld hence, the
inequality shows invertibility.

To prove the theorem, we compare the various operators evaluated at Ao with
their scalar analogues to show that the lower bounds on spectra do not decrease.

Recall, from (2.1b) that near infinity, Co = (<1>0,110) = (<1>00' Aoo ). This configu
ration decays exponentially in the sense that

(3.29)
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First, note that for the configuration 7] = ('ljJ, b),

where 87] = (80 'lj;, 81 b) with

and

81 b = dt[Aol b] + d(*[Ao, *b])

+ *[Ao, *(db + [Aa, b]] + [Ao,dtb + *[Ao, *b]].

The bounds in (3.29) and Proposition 3.14, imply

(3.30)

Recall from (3.6) anel (3.7) that

OAoO~o7] = (ßAo + TA o )1].

But TAo = T + R where T = (0, Tt} is the operator in (3.20) ancl

is rapidly decreasing by (3.29).

Comparing,

where Rand 8 are rapidly decaying at infinity. By Proposition 3.14,

(3.32)

A final computation shows that

(3.33)

JJt7] = (0A o - ad<I>o)(01
0
+ ad<I>o)

= OAoO~o - (ad<I>o? +E

where E1] = (- * [dAo cI> 0 , *b], [dAo <Po, 'ljJ] - *[dAo <Po, b]) is rapidly decaying. Since
-(ad<Po)2 is non-negative, we obtain

16



and, using the Raleigh-Quotient Theorem,

(3.35)

for some f\, 2:: ß2 .

To prove the inequality in the theorem, we use the ordinary Weitzenbock formula
(cf [E]) at a point:

(3.36) 88* = - \7~o -{Go,'} +{ Ric,'} - (ad<I>o)2

which translates for the weighted operators as

(3.37) 88t = - \7~o \j A o +Q

where IQryl :::; c(I1J1 + 1\7 A o 1]1)·

As before,

and therefore,

(3.38)

Using the vVeitzenbock formula again gives the bouud on second derivatives and
proves the theorem.

Note that because cf the explicit knowledge we have about the Chakrabarti
monopole, the decay of the approxiluate monopole is known for 1HI3 and also that the
basic estimate, Theorem 3.28, holds without any assumption that
Leo = dAo <Po - *FAo is small. However, this condition will be needed later in
applying the lIuplicit Function Theorem.

Vve have also made no assumptions on the magnitude ß of the weight factor.
The restrietion ß < 1n, required to luake Leo small, will also be uscd later.

Corollary 3.39. If Ilv116,ß is sufficiently small, then

is invertible.

17



Proof. We use a weighted version of Sobolev's inequality which says that, for
2 < P S; 6,

(3.40)

Using Holder's inequalitYl

Ilv#ötryl12,ß ~ Il vl16,ßll öt ryl13,ß
~ C11 v 116,ß( 11 \l A o öt17112,ß + Ilötry112,ß)

(3.41) S; a211 v116,ß 11117JII1iAo '

Using Theorem 3.28,

(3.42)

which cornbined with (3.41) gives, for IIvl16,ß sufficiently small,

(3.43)

Invertibility, for Ilvll6,ß srnall, follows from the fact that L lS invertible and
1I.c - LlJ 112,ß ::; Cllvl16,ß·

VVe now (following [FU]) apply the continuity rnethod to the equation

(3.12)

where 0 ::; t ::; 1.

To that end, let A < 4ul..l where (}:1 and (}:2 are the constants occuring in the
U 2

inequalities (3.28) and (3.41). Also, assurne that lIGol!2,ß S; u~'\.

Let

and
J = {t E [0,1] 1equation (3.12) has a solution in S1}

18



We show that J is non-enlpty, open and closed. Clearly, t = 0 belongs to J since
TJ =0 is the unique solution.

To show that J is open, let to E J, with TJo the solution of (3.12) belonging to
S1. The linearized operator at 7]0 is Lv with v = 2Jt1]0. Froln (3.40) and (3.41) at
2JtTJo and the choice of /\ above, one has Ilv#Jt17 112,ß ::; T1I17Ih-lAo' It follows from
(3.42) that (3.43) holds with er' = s:r- and Lv is invertible.

From the Implicit Function Theorem, we condude that (3.12) has a solution 17t

for t sufficiently dose to to, and II1]t -7]0Ih-lAo < €, for € sufficiently small. Estimating
again (as in 3.41), and using the fact that TJo E S1, we find, from (3.28)

(3.44)

er1111]0 II1l Ao ::; IltoGo112,ß + 11 Jt170#Jt7]0 112,ß
er1

::; IltoGo112 l ß + 411770 II 1lAo •

Using the bound on Go, we find

(3.45)

so that for 1]t sufficiently dose to TJo, which will be the case if t is dose to to, we see
that

(3.46)

Therefore, J is open.

To prove that J is dosed, let in E J and converge to t o. Then, for each n,
let 1]n be a solution of (3.12) corresponding to tn. Since 117]nll 1lAo ::; A, a sub
sequence converges weakly in HA o to 1]0 and by lower selni-continuity with re
spect to weak convergencc, II7]oll 1lAo ::; A. We dahn that L10170 = to Go. It suf

fices to show this on any cOlnpact subdomain. The linear tenn JJt1]n converges
weakly to JJt 7]0. By Sobol~v embedding Jt 77n converges strongly to Jt 7]0 in L~

for p < 6 and therefore, st TJn #st7]n converges strongly to st7]o#st7]O in L~, since

list7]o#st7]0 112 ,ß ::; list 7]0 Iltß and Lebcsgue dominated convergence is applicable. It
follows that Lt n 7]n converges weakly to Lto 7]0 which is a solution of the equation, as
desired. This shows that J is dosed, and completes the proof of our main theorem.
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